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As children learn through interaction with their direct environment, learning 
opportunities in early childhood classrooms are shaped through the interactions 
between a teacher and a child. Multilingual children enter early childhood education 
with a different language background and often also a different cultural background than 
monolingual children, and as a result they might be exposed to and in need of different 
learning opportunities than their monolingual classmates. In the present dissertation we 
examined the learning opportunities of multilingual and monolingual children, and how 
these relate to their early literacy and executive functioning development. We conducted 
a systematic review on the teacher-child interactions that multilingual children are 
involved in (Chapter 2). We also conducted a longitudinal study in which we followed 
80 matched multilingual and monolingual children in 20 kindergarten classrooms for 
one school year. We filmed the classrooms to explore the teacher-child interactions of the 
focal children, and conducted live observations to examine child engagement in diverse 
activities and settings. We also assessed the focal children on early literacy and executive 
functioning development. 

This dissertation aimed to examine (a) the learning opportunities that multilingual 
and monolingual children in the Netherlands are exposed to and engaged in and (b) how 
these relate to their cognitive and language development. The first aim was examined in 
Chapter 2 through 5, with each chapter exploring the learning opportunities – including 
individual teacher-child interactions, child engagement, general classroom interaction, 
and teacher support – from a different perspective. The second aim was addressed in 
Chapter 4, in which we examined how the different learning opportunity components 
were related to child outcomes. 

SUMMARY OF FINDINGS

In Chapter 2, we conducted a systematic literature review to gain a better understanding of 
the teacher-child interactions of multilingual young children in the classroom. We found 
31 studies that explored the teacher-child interactions of multilingual children, only five 
of which specifically compared the interactions of multilingual and monolingual children. 
Most studies focused mainly on multilingual children with low language proficiency 
in the language of instruction and the need to learn the language of instruction. Our 
review showed that many of the described classroom practices were in line with existing 
approaches to high quality teacher-child interactions with monolingual children, such 
as encouraging children to take an active role in the interaction, building a warm and 
trusting relationship and creating consistent classroom routines. Several studies also 
suggested that multilingual children are exposed to more detrimental practices, such as 
limited language support and less beneficial opportunities in the classroom. Furthermore, 
some studies described classroom practices that were specific for multilingual children, 
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such as the use of home language and culture. This chapter supports the hypothesis that 
multilingual children might be involved in different learning opportunities than their 
monolingual peers, some of which beneficial, others detrimental. It also underlines 
the necessity of explicitly comparing the learning opportunities of multilingual and 
monolingual young children, as was done in this dissertation. 

In Chapter 3, we aimed to identify profiles based on multilingual and monolingual 
children’s individual teacher-child interactions and child engagement and to examine 
whether language background would predict profile membership. In line with Chapter 2, 
we focused on the use of nonverbal communication in frequent complex interactions. We 
identified five profiles for teacher-child interactions that differed in the use of nonverbal 
communication (i.e., meaningful gestures), level of complexity of teacher prompts and 
follow-ups, and child responses, and quantity of interaction. Contrary to what we expected 
based on Chapter 2, multilingual background did not predict profile membership. We 
identified five profiles of child engagement that differed in the level of engagement across 
classroom settings. Multilingual children were slightly overrepresented in profiles with 
lower engagement in diverse classroom settings. Furthermore, monolingual children 
that had high level teacher-child interactions, were more often part of profiles with high 
engagement levels. This suggests that children who are stimulated by their teacher to be 
involved in dialogue are more likely to show engaged behavior during classroom activities. 
Even though, based on Chapter 2, we expected teachers to have different interactions 
with multilingual compared to monolingual children, Chapter 3 did not support this 
expectation. 

In Chapter 4, we examined the unique contribution of individual teacher-child 
interactions, child engagement, and general classroom interaction to multilingual and 
monolingual children’s early literacy and executive functioning development. We found 
substantial differences in the relations between the learning opportunity components 
– individual teacher-child interactions, child engagement, and general classroom 
interaction – and child outcomes for multilingual and monolingual children. Of the three 
components of learning opportunities, individual teacher-child interactions were the 
strongest predictor of learning outcomes for both multilingual and monolingual children. 
In line with previous research (Hoff & Naigles, 2002; Wasik et al., 2006), we found that 
having frequent and complex interactions was important for the development of early 
literacy of both multilingual and monolingual children, and the development of executive 
functioning of monolingual children. Potentially, because multilingual children practice 
executive functioning on a daily basis by switching between languages and inhibiting 
the one language to speak the other, the complexity and quantity of individual teacher-
child interactions might be of less importance for the development of their executive 
functioning.

Child engagement was found to be less important for the development of early literacy 
skills and executive functioning of multilingual and monolingual children. We found 
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that both multilingual and monolingual children with high engagement across settings, 
showed better early literacy skills than children with moderate engagement in large group 
settings and high engagement in small group settings. It is not surprising that children who 
show high engagement across all classroom settings, will also show more involvement in 
the interactions they are part of, and will therefore benefit the most from their classroom 
experiences. We found no relations between engagement and executive functioning for 
either of the language groups.

In contrast to what we would have expected based on previous studies (for example, 
Bratsch-Hines et al., 2019), we found almost no relations – for both multilingual and 
monolingual children – between the domains of general classroom interaction (i.e., 
emotional support, classroom organization, and instructional support) and children’s 
early literacy and executive functioning development. This might be explained from the 
fact that, in general, the observed teachers, similar to previous studies on general classroom 
interaction (La Paro et al., 2009), showed high emotional support, high classroom 
organization and low instructional support. This lack of variation might have suppressed 
statistical associations. The only significant relation we found was a negative relation 
between classroom organization and the early literacy skills for multilingual children. 
It seems that in classes with multilingual children with low literacy levels, teachers make 
more efforts to have a well-organized classroom to support the participation of these 
children in the classroom. 

In Chapter 5, we conducted a multiple case study to explore how teachers interacted 
with multilingual and monolingual children during teacher-directed educational 
sequences; more specifically, the type of support they provided after a child response 
they considered to be insufficient (i.e., third-position support). We identified five types of 
third-position teacher support in our data: re-allocating turns to another child, reduction 
of choice, provision of hints, establishing common ground, and modeling. We also 
identified one type of third-position support that was specific for multilingual children: 
use of the child’s home language. This type of third-position support was also identified 
in the systematic review (Chapter 2) as a commonly used classroom practice. We found no 
discernible differences between the three teachers involved in the multiple case study in 
their use of different types of third-position support in general. However, the data signals 
some distinction in teacher support offered to multilingual and monolingual children. 
Teachers tended to use reduction of choice primarily when supporting multilingual 
children, and hints when supporting monolingual children. In general, providing the 
expected response requires less effort of a child after the teacher reduced the range of 
possible choices, than after the teacher offered a hint. Apparently, because of – correctly 
or incorrectly – assumed lower language skills of multilingual children, teachers might be 
inclined to use these types of third-position support, i.e. with more teacher assistance, in 
interaction with multilingual children.
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INTEGRATING FINDINGS

Learning opportunities of multilingual and monolingual children
In this dissertation, we examined the learning opportunities of multilingual and 
monolingual children through the lens of teacher-child interactions. We adopted different 
approaches in exploring diverse aspects of the learning opportunities. We focused on 
teacher-child interactions that were specifically directed to an individual child, but also on 
the general classroom interactions, as these overheard interactions are still opportunities to 
learn for children. Furthermore, we considered a child’s engagement with the interactions 
and classroom activities of importance in shaping learning opportunities. Finally, we 
focused on how teachers shaped learning opportunities when they viewed a child response 
to be insufficient and provided third-position support, either in an extended dialogue 
or in demarcated teacher-directed interaction. Our results show that, on some aspects, 
multilingual children are exposed to different learning opportunities than monolingual 
children. Below we discuss the most pressing findings on the learning opportunities of 
multilingual (and monolingual) children.

Individual teacher-child interactions of multilingual and monolingual children
Previous studies on the individual teacher-child interactions of multilingual children, both 
in the Netherlands and abroad, suggested that multilingual children might be exposed to 
different, potentially suboptimal, interactions compared to monolingual children (Aarts 
et al., 2016; DaSilva Iddings, 2005; Tsybina et al., 2006). However, our systematic review 
revealed that direct comparison studies were limited. The results from our three empirical 
studies showed a mixed picture. On the one hand, when considering all individual 
interactions that focal children had with their teacher during one morning, we found 
strong diversity in the interactions regarding the use of nonverbal communication and the 
complexity and quantity of the language used. However, this diversity was not explained 
by the language background of the children. On the other hand, when specifically focusing 
on one aspect of the individual teacher-child interaction, namely third-position teacher 
support, teachers seemed to differentiate between multilingual and monolingual children. 
Teachers provided more teacher assistance in interaction with multilingual children than 
with monolingual children. Differences in the individual teacher-child interactions of 
multilingual and monolingual children might primarily arise in specific situations, such 
as moments when teachers perceive that children need support from the teacher. In those 
situations a teacher might (subconsciously) choose to use a certain of type of support for 
a specific child. These specific choices might disappear when aggregating all teacher-child 
interactions during one morning.

We expected that teachers would adapt their interactions and the activities they 
offered depending on a child’s characteristics, either because of lower actual or perceived 
language abilities or because of teacher bias, and therefore we assumed that teachers have 
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knowledge of a child’s background, regarding, for example, a child’s home language (use) 
and family situation. The importance of knowing your student’s background – not only 
regarding previous knowledge and skills, but also the personal background – is widely 
acknowledged to be of importance for effective teaching (Labissiere & Reynolds, 2004), 
but could also lead to teacher bias. Teachers often have lower expectations of children 
from ethnic minorities, regardless of a child’s academic achievement (Agirdag et al., 2013; 
Wang et al., 2018), which has also been observed in the Dutch educational system (van 
den Bergh et al., 2010). However, as we collected data on children’s language background 
– both from the teacher and from the parents of the focal children – we found that at 
least four children we identified as monolingual based on the teacher’s information, 
were actually multilingual (note that even after repeated attempts only half of the parent 
questionnaires was returned). Potentially, some teachers might not realize that children 
are multilingual when they do not notice it in interactions with that particular child, 
because the Dutch language skills are already well-developed. In that case, teachers might 
inadvertently consider multilingualism to be equal to low language skills in Dutch. The 
results of our studies, showing few differences in the individual teacher-child interactions 
of multilingual and monolingual children, in combination with the fact that some teachers 
were ignorant of a child’s multilingual background, do not provide clear evidence for the 
existence of teacher bias. However, such bias cannot be excluded because it can occur at 
a more subtle level, for example, in the student’s well-being (Wang et al., 2018) or in the 
teacher’s expectations of parental involvement (Bakker, Denessen, & Brus-Laeven, 2007; 
both topics that were not included in the present dissertation).

Use of home language in the Dutch kindergarten context
In the review study (Chapter 2, i.e. Langeloo et al., 2019) we found that the use of the 
home language(s) can be an effective classroom practice when supporting multilingual 
children. However, in our longitudinal study we found almost no evidence that this also 
happens in the Dutch kindergarten context. Several reasons might explain the absence of 
this classroom practice in the Netherlands. First of all, it is uncommon in the Netherlands 
that all multilingual children in one classroom have the same home language (as is often 
the case in studies from the United States of America, e.g., de Oliveira et al., 2016; Sayer, 
2013); instead, children generally have a wide variety of language backgrounds. Hence, 
it is impossible to have a full bilingual program or qualified teachers for each language 
(Leseman & Slot, 2014), which complicates the implementation of home language support 
in the classroom. Second, the use of the home language(s) in the classroom is hindered 
by policies at the national level as well as the school level. The Dutch government only 
allows, next to Dutch and Frisian, the foreign languages English, French and German as 
languages of instruction. This way, the Dutch government sends the message that other 
languages are less valued and are not desirable for schooling. Furthermore, school boards 
often implement a Dutch only policy at their schools, in which the use of home languages is 
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not allowed at school (Jaspers, 2015; Theeuwes, Saab, Denessen, & Admiraal, 2019). In fact, 
children are sometimes punished for using their home language at school (Agirdag et al., 
2013), which can hinder the development of multilingual children as they cannot use their 
full skill set (including all their languages) to acquire new skills. Given the importance of 
valuing a child’s home language (Gay, 2002), these reasons impair multilingual children 
in successfully developing in both their home language and the majority language. Dutch 
education and educational researchers should therefore, in line with previous research, 
investigate how home languages can be supported in classrooms with multiple languages. 
This does not have to include teaching the home language, but starts with acknowledging 
and appreciating a child’s full language background (Duarte & Günther-van der Meij, 
2018), for example by engaging parents in the educational program (Leseman & Van Tuijl, 
2001) and allowing and incorporating home languages in classroom activities (Duarte & 
Günther-van der Meij, 2018).

Learning opportunities and child outcomes of multilingual and monolingual 
children
In Chapter 4, we explored the relations between the diverse learning opportunity 
components and early literacy and executive functioning development. This study showed 
that the same relations are in play for the early literacy development of multilingual 
and monolingual children. Both groups benefit the most when they have interactions 
with their teachers that are both complex and frequent, and when they are engaged in 
activities in both small and large groups. Furthermore, we observed that although both 
multilingual and monolingual children showed great improvement over the school year, 
monolingual children outperformed the multilingual children on Dutch vocabulary at 
all three time points. Moreover, the achievement gap in vocabulary between multilingual 
and monolingual children remained the same across the school year. Previous research 
has shown that multilingual children generally do not fully catch up (i.e., close the 
achievement gap) in majority language vocabulary in kindergarten (Gathercole & 
Thomas, 2009; Hoff, 2013; Mancilla-Martinez & Lesaux, 2011). However, the achievement 
gap can significantly diminish in those years (Thordardottir, 2011). Of course, the Dutch 
vocabulary development does not show the full picture of the vocabulary development of 
multilingual children. Their conceptual vocabulary (taking into account the vocabulary 
in all languages a child knows) is naturally larger than the vocabulary measured only in 
Dutch (Monsrud, Rydland, Geva, Thurmann-Moe, & Halaas Lyster, 2019). However, as 
in Dutch education the primary language of instruction is Dutch, it is important that 
children have a well-developed vocabulary in Dutch – next to the vocabulary in their 
home language(s) – to participate in the classroom. Therefore, this group of multilingual 
children with lower Dutch language skills might be in need of different support by 
the teacher or should be immersed in a Dutch language context for a longer period to 
accelerate their Dutch language development.
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LIMITATIONS

Next to the limitations discussed in Chapters 2 through 5, there are several limitations 
to the dissertation as a whole. First, the sample of the longitudinal study (80 children, 
of which half was multilingual) was rather small for the statistical analyses conducted 
in Chapters 3 and 4. However, this sample size allowed us to collect micro level data of 
the learning opportunities, rather than being limited to general measures of learning 
opportunities. Due to the sample size, the results should be interpreted with caution 
and considered a first exploration of the diverse learning opportunities that children are 
exposed to within classrooms. In future research, larger samples could be used to verify 
and expand our quantitative results, whereas small scale qualitative studies could be used 
to enrich our micro level analyses. 

Second, even though we acknowledge and wish to stress that multilingual children 
differ in many aspects from each other, including socioeconomic status (Calvo & Bialystok, 
2014), home literacy environment (Cummins, 1979), and exposure to and proficiency 
in all their languages (Prevoo et al., 2016; Struys et al., 2015), we treated multilingual 
children as a homogenous group throughout this dissertation. This is not different from 
the approach taken in many other quantitative or mixed-method studies (see Chapter 
2, i.e. Langeloo et al., 2019). More specifically, it illustrates the trade-off between the 
aim to render generalizable findings and attend to detail. In order to create more and 
larger subgroups of multilingual children, for example based on socioeconomic status or 
age of acquisition of the majority language, one needs a much larger sample to conduct 
similar analyses as in this dissertation, or one needs to conduct more in-depth qualitative 
analyses with attention to the individual differences between multilingual children. We 
took several steps to acknowledge the diversity in the group of multilingual children. First, 
by distributing an elaborate parent questionnaire on the home literacy environment of the 
focal children, we gained detailed knowledge of the children’s language use in different 
activities and with diverse family members and friends. Unfortunately, only about half 
of all parent questionnaires were returned, which limited our possibilities to use this 
data. Second, in Chapter 5, in which we explored the teacher-child interactions in teacher 
support sequences, we provided extensive information on the language background of 
the children (based on the information from the parent questionnaires). However, to 
incorporate this detailed background information in the results remained challenging 
and even this chapter concludes with types of third-position support teachers provide to 
multilingual children as a group, compared to the group of monolingual children, without 
acknowledging the diversity within the language groups.

Third, one of the main assets of this dissertation is its longitudinal, ecologically valid 
approach to data collection. This asset, however, represents some drawbacks. Because 
we were interested in the daily classroom practices rather than specific activities, we 
did not ask for particular activities to be carried out when we came to the classroom for 
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observations. As a result, there was a large variation in the types of activities we observed 
and that influenced the (type of) interactions that teachers had with our focal children. 
For example, some classes held activities that were out of the scope of our analysis (e.g., 
long stretches of outdoor play, or activities led by other professionals instead of the 
teacher), teachers conducted individual developmental assessments during center time, or 
the class was split up and children worked with separate teachers. Furthermore, teachers 
knew our study was focused on multilingual children because we asked them to point out 
the multilingual children in the classroom in the teacher questionnaire. In most cases, 
teachers knew who the focal children were, as we individually assessed those children 
at each of the three time points and asked teachers to distribute parent questionnaires 
to the parents of the focal children. These factors in combination with repeated filming 
of the teacher might have invoked a Hawthorne effect, in which teachers might have 
changed their behavior because of the research context, rather than the children they were 
interacting with (Shadish, Cook, & Campbell, 2002). 

Finally, there was a large diversity across classrooms, teachers and children. Classrooms 
were situated across the Netherlands, in smaller towns and larger cities, and they all had 
different classroom compositions regarding (combined) grades, language background, 
and socioeconomic status of the children. Teachers had different educational backgrounds 
(in 1985 the specific kindergarten teacher training program became part of the general 
primary school teacher training program; some teachers completed a master’s program) 
and levels of experience in primary education, kindergarten, and with multilingual 
children. Furthermore, as mentioned previously, both multilingual and monolingual 
children differed in many aspects from each other. On the one hand this diversity is an 
asset of this dissertation, because it enabled us to explore the learning opportunities across 
diverse classrooms, teachers and children. However, on the other hand, the diversity on 
all these different levels (i.e., classroom, teacher, and child), might also partly explain the 
findings in this dissertation. For example, previous research on the effects of classroom 
composition found that multilingual children in highly mixed classrooms (with both 
multilingual and monolingual children) show more development in early literacy 
compared to multilingual children in classrooms with mostly multilingual children (de 
Haan, Elbers, Hoofs, et al., 2013). Furthermore, the experience of a teacher in kindergarten 
might impact the learning opportunities that are being created in that classroom, with 
more experienced teachers having more responsive interactions with the children in their 
classroom (McDonald Connor, Son, Hindman, & Morrison, 2005). Finally, as previously 
stated,  the home literacy environment of a child is known to influence the early literacy 
(Mayo & Leseman, 2008) and executive functioning development (Verhagen et al., 2017).
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IMPLICATIONS FOR RESEARCH AND PRACTICE

The findings of this dissertation have several implications for research and practice. First, 
our results show that it is primarily the individual learning opportunity components 
that predict learning outcomes, rather than the classroom level learning opportunity 
component. This underlines that future research on the impact of learning opportunities 
on learning outcomes should, therefore, focus on the within-classroom variation. A 
predominant focus on general classroom interaction might give a good indication of 
the quality of the learning opportunities on a classroom level, but likely obscures our 
understanding of the learning opportunities that individual children in a classroom are 
exposed to.

Second, in this dissertation learning opportunities were explored through the lens 
of teacher-child interactions since interactions can be seen as the motor of learning 
(Bronfenbrenner & Morris, 2007). In education, especially the interactions with the teacher 
are of interest as their interactions with children are often intentional with the curriculum 
content and the child’s development in mind. However, learning opportunities are not 
only shaped in interaction with teachers, but also in other classroom experiences, such as 
peer interaction and during individual free play activities. Those classroom experiences 
were only minimally touched upon in this dissertation by exploring child engagement in 
diverse activities and settings. Future research should take into account these aspects of 
learning opportunities, next to the teacher-child interactions.

Third, although the minimal differences in learning opportunities of multilingual 
and monolingual children suggests the absence of teacher bias, we did not directly assess 
teacher bias and it could occur on more subtle levels that we did not take into account. 
Since teacher bias can have an important impact on a child’s well-being and academic 
achievement (Wang et al., 2018), this is an important topic that should be addressed in 
future research on the learning opportunities of multilingual children and the relations 
with child outcomes. Furthermore, teachers should critically reflect on how and why 
learning opportunities of children are shaped differently. For example, teachers need to 
become more aware of their own normative framework (Wolcott, 1991) and how it shapes 
their interpretation of a child’s background and abilities, so as to limit potential teacher 
bias and create optimal learning opportunities for all children.

Fourth, there is a group of multilingual children that remains low(er) in Dutch 
literacy skills over the course of the school year. It remains unclear what specific learning 
opportunities, next to the frequent and complex interactions with their teacher, these 
multilingual children would need to accelerate their Dutch vocabulary development, as to 
diminish the achievement gap. As we observed large differences in the Dutch vocabulary 
levels and progress over the school year of the multilingual children, future research should 
make more detailed comparisons between the learning opportunities of multilingual 
children that showed large progress over the school year and those who did not. This would 
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also provide more insight into what teachers could do to support the Dutch vocabulary 
development of multilingual children. For example, children might show more progress, 
when teachers are better able to adjust the complexity of the interaction to the child’s 
needs (Mascareño et al., 2017) and offer new vocabulary in meaningful interactions (Carlo 
et al., 2004). 

Fifth, as reflected in our review study, many studies on multilingualism adopt a 
perspective, focusing on what multilingual children cannot do and what they need to 
learn, rather than what they can do. This includes the assumption that multilingual 
children have a smaller vocabulary in the majority language, while they need to learn 
that language to succeed in education. This is not only the case in research, but also in 
education. Agirdag and colleagues (2013), for example, showed that Flemish teachers had 
lower teachability expectations (i.e., the expectations of teachers about their students’ 
capacities and willingness to learn) of ethnic minority children. The teachers explained 
these lower expectations by the children not properly speaking Dutch. Therefore, they 
did not allow the children to speak their home language(s) in the classroom. This deficit 
perspective is further exemplified by the common term and labels, both in research and 
practice, used to describe this group of children, such as English Language Learner (ELL) 
and Limited English Proficient (LEP) in English-speaking countries, or Dutch as a second 
language ([Nederlands als tweede taal]; NT2) in the Dutch context, all focusing on the 
need to learn the majority language. Even in this dissertation, we could not completely 
avoid this deficit perspective. For example, we focused on the lower vocabulary scores 
in Dutch of the multilingual children and discussed the achievement gap that remained 
after a school year, while we did not measure the vocabulary of the multilingual children 
in their other language(s). Furthermore, we explained certain findings from a deficit 
perspective, for example when we suggested that the use of nonverbal communication 
with multilingual children could be related to their limited understanding of verbal 
communication in Dutch. 

In order to limit the influence of the deficit perspective when studying multilingual 
children, researchers should critically reflect on and change their designs from the start. 
This means that instead of only assessing the language skills in the majority language, 
we should acknowledge the full language abilities by also assessing the skills in the home 
language(s). The same holds for educators: teachers and schools should create more 
space for acknowledging a child’s full language abilities, as well as create opportunities 
for the child to use his or her home language(s). Furthermore, the operationalization of 
multilingualism as a binary variable might be untenable. For example, June and Kevin 
(introduced in Chapters 1 and 5) are substantially different from each other in terms of 
their proficiency, use and age of acquisition of their languages; they should and cannot be 
considered as belonging to one homogenous group of children. 
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CONCLUSION

Altogether, our results show that there are substantial differences in the learning 
opportunities of children within and across classrooms. We found that multilingual and 
monolingual children benefited most from individual teacher-child interactions that are 
frequent and complex, and children show the most development when they are highly 
engaged in the educational activities they take part in during the school day. Moreover, 
teachers use different types of support in interaction with multilingual and monolingual 
children. This dissertation shows that to optimize the learning opportunities of all children, 
the label multilingualism is not a functional distinction. The differences between children 
are more subtle and complex than the label multilingualism suggests. It is important to 
adapt learning opportunities to a child’s individual needs, but the label multilingual often 
does not provide enough information to make the appropriate adjustments. Therefore, in 
early childhood education, there should be more attention to a child’s background and 
needs, including, but not solely, a child’s language background. 
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